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Abstract
We calculate the non-abelian R-charges of BPS monopole operators in three-
dimensional gauge theories with N = 3 supersymmetry. This class of mod-
els includes ABJM theory, the proposed gauge theory dual of M-theory on
AdS4 × S7/Zk. In the UV limit of the N = 3 theories the Yang-Mills cou-
pling becomes weak and the monopole operators are described by classical
backgrounds. This allows us to find their SU(2)R charges in a one-loop com-
putation which by virtue of the non-renormalization of non-abelian R-charges
yields the exact result for any value of the coupling. The spectrum of SU(2)R
charges is found by quantizing the SU(2)/U(1) collective coordinate of the
BPS background, whose dynamics is that of a charged particle on a sphere
with a Wess-Zumino term representing a magnetic monopole at its center. If
the Wess-Zumino coefficient is h, then the smallest possible SU(2)R represen-
tation for BPS monopole operators has spin |h|/2. We find, in agreement with
earlier proposals, that h is proportional to the sum of the U(1)R charges of all
the fermion fields weighted by the effective monopole charges determined by
their gauge representations. The field content of ABJM theory is such that
h = 0. This proves for any Chern-Simons level k the existence of monopole
operators which are singlets under all global symmetries and have vanishing
scaling dimensions. These operators are essential for matching the spectrum of
the ABJM theory with supergravity and for the supersymmetry enhancement
to N = 8.
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1 Introduction
Superconformal Chern-Simons gauge theories are excellent candidates for describing the
dynamics of coincident M2-branes [1]. Bagger and Lambert [2–4], and Gustavsson [5] suc-
ceeded in constructing the first N = 8 supersymmetric classical actions for Chern-Simons
gauge fields coupled to matter. Requiring manifest unitarity restricts the gauge group to
SO(4) [6,7]; this model may be reformulated as SU(2)×SU(2) gauge theory with conventional
Chern-Simons terms having opposite levels k and −k [8,9]. Aharony, Bergman, Jafferis, and
Maldacena (ABJM) [10] proposed that a similar U(N)×U(N) Chern-Simons gauge theory
with levels k and −k arises on the world volume of N M2-branes placed at the singularity
of R8/Zk, where Zk acts by simultaneous rotation in the four planes. Therefore, the ABJM
theory was conjectured to be dual, in the sense of AdS/CFT correspondence [11–13], to
M-theory on AdS4 × S7/Zk. For k > 2 this orbifold preserves only N = 6 supersymmetry,
and so does the ABJM theory [10,14,15]. The conjectured duality predicts that for k = 1, 2
the supersymmetry of the gauge theory must be enhanced to N = 8.
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The mechanism for this symmetry enhancement in the quantum theory was suggested
in [10]; it relies on the existence of certain monopole operators in 3-d gauge theories [16–22]1.
Insertion of such an operator at some point creates quantized flux in a U(1) subgroup of the
gauge group through a sphere surrounding this point. For example, in a U(1) gauge theory
on R3, a monopole operator placed at the origin creates the Dirac monopole field
A =
H
2
±1 − cos θ
r
dϕ (1.1)
where the upper sign is for the northern hemisphere and lower sign for the southern one.
In addition, some scalar fields may need to be turned on as well; they are required for BPS
monopoles that preserve supersymmetry. The fluctuations of fermionic matter fields can
shift the dimension of such a monopole operator. These effects were studied in some simple
models, mostly with U(1) gauge group, in [19–21]. In this paper we will generalize these
calculations to more complicated models. Our primary goal is to calculate R-charges and
dimensions of the monopole operators in ABJM theory for any level k. Since for small values
of k we cannot use perturbation theory in 1/k, we will actually study the N = 3 supersym-
metric Yang-Mills Chern-Simons theory that provides a weakly coupled UV completion of
the ABJM theory.2
In gauge theories with U(N) gauge group there exists a rich set of monopole operators
labeled by the generatorH that specifies the embedding of U(1) into U(N) [24] (see appendix
D of [25] for a brief discussion). The generalized Dirac quantization condition restricts, up
to gauge equivalence, the background gauge field to be proportional to the Cartan generator
H = diag(q1, . . . , qN) where the integers qi satisfy q1 ≥ q2 . . . ≥ qN . If the action of the
gauge theory includes a Chern-Simons term with level k, then the monopole operators are
expected to transform non-trivially under the U(N) gauge group, in U(N) representations
given by the Young tableaux with rows of length kq1, kq2, . . . , kqN [24].
The monopole operators in the U(N) × U(N) ABJM theory have been a subject of
several recent investigations [26, 25, 27, 23, 28]. In general the monopoles are described by
two different generators, H and Hˆ, which specify the form of the two gauge potentials, A and
Aˆ, subject to the constraint
∑
i qi =
∑
i qˆi [23]. We will mostly restrict our attention to the
BPS monopoles with H = Hˆ . A proposal for the U(1) R-charge of the monopole operator in
gauge theories with N = 3 supersymmetry was made in [29, 30] based on the results of [20]
and group theoretic arguments. It states that the R-charge induced by fermionic fluctuations
is
QmonR =
1
2
(∑
i
|hi| −
∑
j
|vi|
)
(1.2)
where hi and vj are, respectively, the R-charges of the fermions in hyper and vector multiplets
weighted by the effective monopole charge appropriate for their gauge representations. We
1A more appropriate name may be “instanton operators” since they create instantons of a Euclidean 3-d
theory whose spacetime dependence resembles the spatial profile of monopoles in 3+1 dimensions.
2We are grateful to Juan Maldacena for this suggestion. A similar trick was used in [23].
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establish this formula through an explicit calculation in Sec. 4, and derive its non-abelian
generalization in Sec. 5. In the ABJM theory, if we consider the diagonal U(N), we find
two hyper multiplets and two vector multiplets with charges such that there is a desired
cancellation of the anomalous dimension. Using the monopole operators (M−2)aˆbˆab with kq1 =
kqˆ1 = 2 which exist for k = 1, 2, we can form twelve conserved currents of dimension 2,
JABµ =M−2
[
Y ADµY B −DµY AY B + iψ†Aγµψ†B
]
(1.3)
and their complex conjugates, which are responsible for the symmetry enhancement from
SU(4)R to SO(8)R.
Monopoles are crucial not only for the supersymmetry enhancement at level k = 1, 2 but
also for matching the spectrum of the dual gravity theory at any level k. In fact, supergravity
modes with momentum along the M-theory direction are dual to gauge invariant operators
involving monopoles. The spectra match if there are monopole operators which can render a
gauge theory operator gauge invariant without altering the global charges and dimensions of
the matter fields. These monopole operator themselves have to be singlets under all global
symmetries and have to have vanishing dimension. In U(N)×U(N) gauge theories coupled
to Nf bifundamental hyper multiplets, this dimension is proportional to Nf − 2. Thus, the
requisite monopole operators exist in the ABJM theory, which has Nf = 2.
The outline of the paper is as follow. Sec. 2 summarizes our reasoning and the results,
and ties together the subsequent more technical sections. Sec. 3 contains the details of
the theories under consideration. In Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 we present the computation of the
U(1)R and SU(2)R charges of the monopole operators, respectively. Brief conclusions and
an outlook are given in Sec. 6.
2 Summary
In this section we go through the logic of our arguments and present the results of our com-
putations while omitting the technical details.
A monopole operator is defined by specifying the singular behavior of the gauge field,
as in (1.1), and appropriate matter fields close to the insertion point. As such it cannot
be written as a polynomial in the fundamental fields appearing in the Lagrangian of the
theory. However, often the bare monopole operator has to be supplemented by a number of
fundamental fields in order to construct a gauge invariant operator.
Our aim is to find the conformal dimensions of such monopole operators in the ABJM
model. In particular we are interested in small Chern-Simons level k, as for k = 1, 2 we
expect supersymmetry enhancement in this theory. For small k, however, ABJM is strongly
coupled and thus we cannot employ perturbation theory since there is no small parameter.
The key idea to circumvent this obstacle is to add a Yang-Mills term for the gauge fields in
the action which introduces another coupling g as a second parameter besides k. This also
requires adding dynamical fields in the adjoint representation in order to preserve N = 3
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supersymmetry and an SU(2)R subgroup of the SU(4)R group of ABJM (which has N = 6
supersymmetry).
The coupling g is dimensionful and not a parameter we can dial. Since the Yang-Mills
term is irrelevant in three dimensions, there is a renormalization group (RG) flow from the
ultraviolet (UV), where the theory is free (vanishing g) to a conformal infrared (IR) fixed
point (divergent g). This RG flow appears naturally in the brane construction of the ABJM
model and in fact is essential for understanding how a pure Chern-Simons theory such as
ABJM can arise from D-branes that support Yang-Mills theories.
In the IR, the Yang-Mills terms as well as the kinetic terms for the adjoint matter fields
drop out of the action and the equations of motion for the latter degenerate into constraint
equations, allowing us to integrate them out. In this way one recovers the ABJM theory.
Now the idea is to perform all relevant computations in the far UV where g is small
and the theory weakly coupled, then flow to the IR. The scaling dimensions of monopole
operators are of course only well-defined at the IR fixed point where the theory is conformal,
so they cannot be determined directly in this fashion. However, we can instead compute a
quantity that is preserved along the RG flow and related by supersymmetry to the scaling
dimensions in the IR: the non-abelian R-charges of the monopole operators. Their one-loop
value is exact and preserved along the RG flow because non-abelian representations cannot
change continuously and therefore cannot depend (non-trivially) on g.
Let us describe the computation of the non-abelian R-charges. In the UV there is a
separation of scales between the BPS background that inserts a flux at a spacetime point in
accordance with (1.1) – recall that its magnitude is constrained by the Dirac quantization
condition – and the typical size of quantum fluctuations of fields. Therefore we can treat
the monopole operator as a classical background. For this background to satisfy the BPS
condition the scalar fields φi and φˆi, which are in the same N = 3 vector multiplets as
the gauge fields Aµ and Aˆµ, respectively, need to be turned on. A possible choice of scalar
background in radial quantization on R× S2 is
φi = −φˆi = −H
2
δi3 . (2.1)
These scalar fields transform in the 3 of SU(2)R and therefore a non-zero expectation value
breaks SU(2)R to U(1)R.
As a first step we will find the one-loop U(1)R charge of the monopole operator described
by this fixed background. This is done by computing the normal ordering constant for
the U(1)R charge operator. Such a calculation has been performed in a different context
in [19,20]. We will present the argument as applicable to our case in Sec. 4. The result will
turn out to be expression (1.2) above or more concretely (4.24) for N = 3 U(N) × U(N)
gauge theory with hyper multiplets in the bifundamental.
These two formulas are related as follows. From Tab. 2, or equivalently from the explicit
expression for the R-current (3.25), one can read off the R-charges y(ζA) = y(ωA) = −12
4
(A = 1, . . . , Nf) for the hyper multiplet fermions and y(χσ) = y(χˆσ) = 1, y(χφ) = y(χˆφ) = 0
for those in the vector multiplets. In the expression for the U(1)R charge of the BPS monopole
(1.2), these R-charges are weighted by
∑
r,s |qr − qs| and the result is given by
QmonR =
1
2
(
2Nf ·
∣∣−1
2
∣∣− 2 · |+ 1|)∑
r,s
|qr − qs| =
(
Nf
2
− 1
)∑
r,s
|qr − qs| , (2.2)
as found in (4.24). For the ABJM model we have Nf = 2 and hence Q
mon
R = 0.
These U(1)R charges might in principle be renormalized as we flow to the IR, since abelian
charges can vary continuously. To exclude this possibility, we need to find the non-abelian
SU(2)R charge of the monopole operator by taking into account the bosonic zero modes of
the background (2.1). These zero modes are described by a unit vector ~n on the two-sphere
SU(2)R/U(1)R. In other words, we will treat the SU(2)R orientation ~n of the scalar field
as a collective coordinate of the BPS background and quantize its motion. To this end we
consider a more general background than (2.1), which is allowed to depend on (Euclidean)
time τ
φi = −φˆi = −H
2
ni(τ) . (2.3)
The rotation of the background is assumed to be adiabatic such that it cannot excite
finite energy quantum fluctuations around the background. In Sec. 5 we will compute the
quantum mechanical effective action for the collective coordinate ~n(τ) and find the allowed
SU(2)R representations. These representations are precisely the SU(2)R spectrum of BPS
monopole operators.
If there were no interactions between the bosonic zero modes and other fields in the
Lagrangian, the collective coordinate would simply be described by a free particle on a sphere.
Such a particle – and therefore the monopole operator – could be in any representation of
SU(2)R. The crucial point is, however, that the collective coordinate ~n is not free, but subject
to interactions with the fermions of the theory. It turns out that the induced interaction term
is a coupling of ~n to a Dirac monopole of magnetic charge h ∈ Z on the collective coordinate
moduli space (not to be confused with the spacetime monopole background). The charge h
depends on the background flux H and the field content of the theory. In Sec. 5 we derive
h = (Nf − 2) qtot = (Nf − 2)
∑
r,s
|qr − qs| , (2.4)
see (5.31), which is nothing but h = 2QmonR .
The equation of motion for the collective coordinates ~n has the structure
M ~¨n+M(~˙n)2 ~n+
h
2
~n× ~˙n = 0 , (2.5)
which allows for a simple particle interpretation. The first term is the usual kinetic term
while the second term represents a constraining force that keeps the particle on the sphere
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~n2 = 1. If we assign unit electric charge to the particle, then the third term is the Lorentz
force ~˙n× ~B due to a monopole field ~B = h
2
~n. The SU(2)R charge is given by the conserved
angular momentum
~L =M ~n× ~˙n− h
2
~n . (2.6)
The presence of the second term forces the quantized angular momentum to have an orbital
quantum number of at least l = |h|
2
, the possible representations being ~L2 = l(l + 1) with
l = |h|
2
, |h|
2
+ 1, |h|
2
+ 2, . . .. Hence, a non-zero coupling h will necessarily give the monopole
a non-trivial SU(2)R charge. The ABJM theory is special (as compared to theories with
different field content) in that all contributions to the effective h cancel each other, and thus
it allows SU(2)R singlet monopoles which do not contribute to the IR dimensions of gauge
invariant operators.
3 N = 3 Chern-Simons Yang-Mills theory
We will study N = 3 supersymmetric U(N)×Uˆ(N) 3-d gauge theory coupled to bifundamen-
tal matter fields and SU(Nf)fl flavor symmetry. For Nf = 1 and Nf = 2 this model is the UV
completion of the N = 4 model of GW [31] and the N = 6 model of ABJM [10], respectively.
3.1 Action and supersymmetry transformations
The complete field content is listed in Tab. 1. We use N = 2 superfields and our notation is
explained in App. A. In the gauge sector we have two vector superfields V = (σ,Aµ, χσ,D)
and Vˆ = (σˆ, Aˆµ, χˆσ, Dˆ) and two chiral superfields Φ = (φ, χφ, Fφ) and Φˆ = (φˆ, χˆφ, Fˆφ) in
the adjoint of the two gauge groups U(N) and Uˆ(N), respectively, which together com-
prise two N = 3 gauge multiplets. In the matter sector we have Nf chiral superfields
ZA = (ZA, ζA, FA) andWA = (WA, ωA, GA) in the gauge representations (N, N¯) and (N¯,N),
respectively.
We write down the N = 3 action on R1,2 with signature (−,+,+). It consists of five
parts:
S = SCS + SYM + Sadj + Smat + Spot . (3.1)
First of all there are Chern-Simons terms
SCS = −i k
8π
∫
d3x d4θ
∫ 1
0
ds tr
[
VD¯α
(
esVDαe−sV
)
− VˆD¯α
(
esVˆDαe−sVˆ
)]
, (3.2)
with opposite levels k and −k for the two gauge group factors. The s integral is nothing
but a convenient way of writing the non-abelian Chern-Simons action. Secondly, there is a
Yang-Mills term
SYM = 1
4g2
∫
d3x d2θ tr
[
UαUα + UˆαUˆα
]
, (3.3)
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manifest
symmetry
Super
fields
Component fields
dynamical in the IR auxiliary in the IR aux.
U(1)R × SU(Nf )fl
V A σ χσ, χ†σ D
Vˆ Aˆ σˆ χˆσ, χˆ†σ Dˆ
Φ φ χφ Fφ
Φ¯ φ† χ†φ F
†
φ
Φˆ φˆ χˆφ Fˆφ
ˆ¯Φ φˆ† χˆ†φ Fˆ
†
φ
ZA ZA ζA FA
Z¯A Z†A ζ†A F †A
WA WA ωA GA
W¯A W †A ω†A G†A
SU(2)R × SU(Nf)fl XAa X†Aa ξAa ξ†Aa φi φˆi λab λˆab
Table 1: Field content of N = 3 Chern-Simons Yang-Mills theory. Each row (except the
last one) shows the components of one N = 2 superfield ordered into columns according to whether
they are dynamical or auxiliary. Within each of these columns they have been arranged such that
one can read off from the last row which components join to form SU(2)R multiplets. A = 1, . . . , Nf
is a SU(Nf ) flavor index, a = 1, 2 is a SU(2)R spinor index, and i = 1, 2, 3 is a SU(2)R vector index.
which introduces a coupling g of mass dimension 1
2
. The super field strength is given by
Uα = 14D¯2eVDαe−V and similarly for Uˆ . The last term in the gauge sector is given by the
kinetic terms for the adjoint scalar fields
Sadj = 1
g2
∫
d3x d4θ tr
[
−Φ¯e−VΦeV − ˆ¯Φe−VˆΦˆeVˆ
]
. (3.4)
In the matter sector we have the minimally coupled action for the bifundamental fields
Smat =
∫
d3x d4θ tr
[
−Z¯Ae−VZAeVˆ − W¯Ae−VˆWAeV
]
(3.5)
and a super potential term
Spot =
∫
d3xd2θW −
∫
d3xd2θ¯ W¯ (3.6)
with
W = tr
(
ΦZAWA + ΦˆWAZA
)
+
k
8π
tr
(
ΦΦ− ΦˆΦˆ) , (3.7)
W¯ = tr
(
Φ¯W¯AZ¯A + ˆ¯ΦZ¯AW¯A
)
+
k
8π
tr
(
Φ¯Φ¯− ˆ¯Φ ˆ¯Φ) . (3.8)
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This theory is not conformal and will flow to an IR fixed point which is strongly coupled
unless k is large. At the fixed point g diverges which renders the gauge fields and the adjoint
scalars non-dynamical. If we integrate out Φ and Φˆ, we recover the ABJM superpotential
for Nf = 2. This theory has enhanced flavor symmetry, SU(2)fl × SU(2)fl, under which ZA
and WA transform separately.
For our computation below we need the action in terms of component fields. To this
end we perform the Grassmann integrals in the action and integrate out the auxiliary fields
D, Dˆ, FA, GA, Fφ and Fˆφ. The remaining component fields can be arranged into SU(2)R
multiplets as follows.
The adjoint matter fields constitute two scalars3
φab = φi(σi)
a
b =
( −σ φ†
φ σ
)
, φˆab = φˆi(σi)
a
b =
(
σˆ φˆ†
φˆ −σˆ
)
, (3.9)
transforming in the 3 of SU(2)R, and two fermions
λab =
(
χσ e
−iπ/4 χ†φ e
−iπ/4
χφ e
+iπ/4 −χ†σ e+iπ/4
)
, λˆab =
(
χˆσ e
−iπ/4 −χˆ†φ e−iπ/4
−χˆφ e+iπ/4 −χˆ†σ e+iπ/4
)
, (3.10)
transforming in the reducible representation 2 × 2 = 3 + 1 of SU(2)R, which implies that
λab is neither symmetric nor anti-symmetric in its indices. These fields satisfy
(λab)∗ = −λab = −ǫacǫbdλcd , (φab)∗ = φba = ǫacǫbdφcd (3.11)
and the same for the hatted fields.
The bifundamental matter fields can be grouped into Nf doublets of the SU(2)R symme-
try group in the following way:
XAa =
(
ZA
W †A
)
, X†Aa =
(
Z†A
WA
)
, (3.12)
and
ξAa =
(
ω†A eiπ/4
ζA e−iπ/4
)
, ξ†Aa =
(
ωA e
−iπ/4
ζ†A e
iπ/4
)
. (3.13)
The component action with manifest SU(2)R symmetry and the corresponding supersym-
metry transformations are given in App. B. One observes that in the IR, where g becomes
large, the Yang-Mills terms disappears together with the kinetic terms for φ, φˆ, λ and λˆ,
and we can integrate out these fields. Doing this for Nf = 2 we end up with ABJM theory.
The ABJM Lagrangian with manifest SU(4)R symmetry [14] is recovered when one defines
Y A = {X11, X21, X12, X22} and ψA = {−ξ22, ξ12, ξ21,−ξ11}.
As outlined in the overview, Sec. 2, we will carry out our computations in the far UV
region of the radially quantized theory. The point of going to the far UV is that the theory
3The lower/upper index is the row/column index.
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becomes perturbative in g and we can find the quantum R-charges from a one-loop compu-
tation. This one-loop result is in fact the exact answer because SU(2)R is preserved along
the flow from small to large g and non-abelian representations cannot change continuously.
We will use radial quantization because we are interested in the spectrum of conformal di-
mensions in the IR theory, which is related to the energy spectrum by the operator state
correspondence.
The steps required for deriving the action relevant for radial quantization are as fol-
lows. First we perform a Wick rotation from R1,2 to R3 by defining Euclidean coordinates
(x1, x2, x3) = (x1, x2, ix0), then we change to polar coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) and finally we intro-
duce a new radial variable τ by setting r = eτ . The result is a theory on R×S2 described by
the coordinates (τ, θ, ϕ), where τ ∈ R is the “Euclidean time”. The change of the coordinates
is accompanied by a Weyl rescaling of the fields according to
A = e− dim(A)τ A˜ , (3.14)
where A is a generic field of dimension dim(A) on R3 and A˜ is the field we use on R× S2.
After the transformation we will drop the tildes in order to avoid cluttered notation. Since
the theory is not conformal, the action will change under these rescaling. In addition to the
mass terms which are generated even in the conformal case, every factor of the coupling g
will turn into
g˜ = eτ/2 g . (3.15)
This relation makes the RG-flow explicit and relates it to the “time” onR×S2. In the infinite
past the effective Yang-Mills coupling g˜ vanishes, and it grows without bound toward future
infinity. To compute in the UV therefore means to work at τ → −∞ and to flow to the IR
means to send τ → +∞.
Now we are ready to give the complete action of N = 3 Chern-Simons Yang-Mills theory
on R × S2. In addition to the manipulations just described we have rescaled λ → gλ and
λˆ → gλˆ (before the Weyl rescaling) which is the appropriate scaling for fluctuations in the
UV. We do not perform a similar rescaling of the other fields in the gauge sector, A, Aˆ, φ,
or φˆ, since these fields will later provide a large classical background. Introducing finally the
rescaled Chern-Simons coupling κ = k
4π
, the kinetic part of the action reads4
SEkin =
∫
dτ dΩ tr
[
+ 1
2g˜2
FmnFmn − κ iǫmnk
(
Am∂nAk +
2i
3
AmAnAk
)
+ 1
2g˜2
FˆmnFˆmn + κ iǫ
mnk
(
Aˆm∂nAˆk +
2i
3
AˆmAˆnAˆk
)
+DmX†DmX + 14X†X − iξ† /Dξ
+ 1
2g˜2
DmφabDmφba + κ
2g˜2
2
φabφ
b
a +
1
2g˜2
DmφˆabDmφˆba + κ
2g˜2
2
φˆab φˆ
b
a
+ i
2
λab /Dλab + κg˜22 iλabλba + i2 λˆab /Dλˆab − κg˜
2
2
iλˆabλˆba
]
(3.16)
4Suppressed indices are assumed to be in the standard positions as defined in (3.12) and (3.13). The indices
of the Pauli matrices are placed accordingly, e.g. XσiX
† ≡ XAa(σi)abX†Ab or X†σiX ≡ X†Aa(σi)abXAb. And
by definition we have (σi)a
b = σi and (σi)
a
b = σ
T
i
.
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and the interaction terms are given by
SEint =
∫
dτ dΩ tr
[
+κg˜2X†aφ
a
bX
b − κg˜2XaφˆbaX†b + iξ†aφabξb + iξaφˆbaξ†b
− g˜ ǫacλcbXaξ†b + g˜ ǫacλcbξbX†a + g˜ ǫacλˆcbξ†bXa − g˜ ǫacλˆcbX†aξb
− κ
6
φab [φ
b
c, φ
c
a]− κ6 φˆab [φˆbc, φˆca] + i2λab[φbc, λac]− i2 λˆab[φˆbc, λˆac]
+ g˜
2
4
(XσiX
†)(XσiX†) +
g˜2
4
(X†σiX)(X†σiX)
+ 1
2
(XX†)φabφ
b
a +
1
2
(X†X)φˆab φˆ
b
a +X
†
Aaφ
b
cX
Aaφˆcb
− 1
8g˜2
[φab , φ
c
d][φ
b
a, φ
d
c ]− 18g˜2 [φˆab , φˆcd][φˆba, φˆdc ]
]
. (3.17)
The covariant derivatives are given by DmX = ∇mX+ iAmX− iXAˆm etc. We also translate
the supersymmetry variations from flat Lorentzian space as given in App. B to Euclidean
R× S2. They are conveniently expressed in terms of a rescaled parameter
ε˜ab(τ) = εabe
−τ/2 . (3.18)
In the following we will use the τ dependent parameter; however, we will drop the tilde for
notational simplicity. This parameter satisfies the Killing spinor equation
∇mε = −12γmγτε , (3.19)
which is the curved spacetime generalization of the usual condition of (covariant) constancy
that the supersymmetry variation parameter obeys in flat space. The N = 3 supersymmetry
transformations read
δAm = − ig˜2 εabγmλab , (3.20)
δλab = i
2g˜
ǫmnkFmnγkε
ab − i
g˜
/Dφbcεac − 2i3g˜φbc /∇εac + i2g˜ [φbc, φcd]εad + κg˜ iφbcεac
+ g˜ iXaX†cε
cb − ig˜
2
(XX†)εab ,
δφab = −g˜εcbλca + g˜2δab εcdλcd ,
δAˆm = − ig˜2 εabγmλˆab , (3.21)
δλˆab = i
2g˜
ǫmnkFˆmnγkε
ab + i
g˜
/Dφˆbcεac + 2i3g˜ φˆbc /∇εac + i2g˜ [φˆbc, φˆcd]εad + κg˜ iφˆbcεac
− g˜ iεbcX†cXa + ig˜2 (X†X)εab ,
δφˆab = −g˜εcbλˆca + g˜2δab εcdλˆcd ,
δXAa = −iεabξAb , δξAa = /DXAbεab + 13XAb /∇εab + φabεbcXAc +XAcεbcφˆab , (3.22)
δX†Aa = −iξ†Abεba , δξ†Aa = /DX†Abεba + 13X†Ab /∇εba + φˆbaεcbX†Ac +X†Acεcbφba .
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yi −1 −12 0 +12 +1
field χ†σ, χˆ
†
σ ζ
A, ωA, χφ, χˆφ, χ
†
φ, χˆ
†
φ ζ
†
A, ω
†A χσ, χˆσ
Table 2: U(1)R charges of the fermion fields. These numbers show what the sum (chiral
only) of R-charges vanishes precisely for two flavors, A = 1, 2.
SU(2)R and U(1)R charge. Fundamental and anti-fundamental SU(2)R indices trans-
form under infinitesimal rotations as
δAa = iεabAb , δAa = −iεbaA†b , (3.23)
where A represents a generic field. The Noether current is
Jµba ∼ tr
[
iX†Aa
←→DµXAb + iφca
←→Dµφbc + iφˆca
←→Dµφˆbc − ξ†AaγµξAb
+ 1
2
λacγ
µλbc + 1
2
λcaγ
µλcb + 1
2
λˆacγ
µλˆbc + 1
2
λˆcaγ
µλˆcb
]
. (3.24)
In Sec. 4 we will be dealing with the U(1)R component of this current which is related to the
transformation (3.23) with εab ∼ (σ3)ab . Hence the current is the contraction of (3.24) with
(σ3)
a
b . The part due to the fermions is given by
Jµ ∼ tr
[
−1
2
ζ†Aγ
µζA − 1
2
ω†AγµωA + χ†σγ
µχσ + χˆ
†
σγ
µχˆσ
]
, (3.25)
where we have reverted back to the U(1)R×SU(Nf)fl fields, see Tab. 1. From this expression
we read off the U(1)R charges of the fermions as given in Tab. 2.
3.2 Classical monopole solution
Since we are interested in BPS monopoles, our first task is to find a classical BPS solution
with flux emanating from a point in spacetime. Starting from the gauge field configuration
of a Dirac monopole in R3 given in (1.1) and performing the Weyl rescaling appropriate for
fields on R × S2 as described above, we find that the dependence on the radial coordinate
disappears from the gauge potential. In fact the Hodge dual of the corresponding field
strength, ǫmnkFmn, is constant in magnitude and purely radial (i.e. only its τ component is
non-vanishing).
In order to show that there is indeed a BPS solution with such a Dirac monopole potential,
let us examine in detail the supersymmetry variations of λab. It contains terms of order g˜ and
ones of order g˜−1, but since we are looking for a solution that is supersymmetric along the
whole RG flow they should cancel separately. We will also assume that all background fields
(in our choice of gauge) are valued in the Cartan subalgebras of the gauge group factors, so
that all commutators vanish.
Focusing on the terms of order g˜−1 for now, we thus want the sum of the first three terms
in δλab, as given in (3.20), to vanish for an appropriate, non-trivial choice of supersymmetry
variation parameter. The fact that ǫmnkFmn is constant suggests that φi should also be
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constant, in which case the second term vanishes by itself. Hence we simply have to balance
the first term and the third one, which simplifies upon using the Killing spinor equation
(3.19).
Recalling that εab = εi(σi)
ab is traceless Hermitian, we can take the SU(2)R trace of δλ
ab
which implies that εiφi = 0, i.e. the non-trivial supersymmetry variation parameter has to
be orthogonal to the background scalar in the R-symmetry directions.
Given this restriction, we can now contract δλab with (σi)ab and find
i
2
ǫmnlFmnγl εi + ǫijkφjγ
τεk = 0 . (3.26)
Thus the magnitudes of the scalar background and gauge fields are related, and picking an
SU(2)R orientation we can choose e.g.
1
2
ǫmnτFmn = −η φ3, where η = ±1 distinguishes BPS
from anti-BPS monopoles. In this case ε3 = 0 and the remaining supersymmetry parameters
have to satisfy5 ε1 − iη ε2 = 0.
Let us now turn to the terms of order g˜. Following the same lines of reasoning, they
imply
φba = − 1κ
(
XbX†a − 12δbaXX†
) ⇔ φi = − 12κXσiX† . (3.27)
It is evident that if we choose Aˆ = A and φˆi = −φi the variations δλˆab (3.21) will vanish
also in the same manner, provided that
φˆba =
1
κ
(
X†aX
b − 1
2
δbaX
†X
) ⇔ φˆi = 12κX†σiX . (3.28)
This leaves the supersymmetry transformations of the remaining fermions, δξAa and its
complex conjugate (3.22), to be verified. Given that φˆi = −φi causes the last two terms
to cancel, they simply fix the functional dependence of the bifundamental scalars to be
XA1 ∼ exp (−η τ/2) and XA2 ∼ exp (η τ/2).6 Then all of the δξAa and δξ†Aa vanish either by
virtue of this particular τ -dependence, which is consistent with the equation of motion for
X
D2XAa − 1
4
XAa = 0 , (3.29)
or because of a vanishing variation parameter.
Fixing the coefficients of the X fields such that (3.27) and (3.28) are satisfied, the above
BPS conditions are of course also consistent with the remaining equations of motion. In
particular, those for the gauge fields, given that the Dirac monopole potential satisfies
Dn
(
1
g˜2
Fmn
)
= Dn
(
1
g˜2
Fˆmn
)
= 0, reduce to
κ ǫmnkFnk = XDmX† −DmXX† , (3.30)
κ ǫmnkFˆnk = DmX†X −X†DmX .
5In Euclidean space we treat ε1 ± iε2 as two independent supersymmetry parameters.
6And similarly X†
A1
∼ exp (η τ/2) and X†
A2
∼ exp (−η τ/2). While it may appear unusual that X and X†
are not complex conjugates of each other, this is simply an artefact of the Euclidean signature of spacetime.
After a suitable Wick rotation they would evidently be conjugate in the usual sense.
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In summary, a convenient choice of classical (anti-)BPS solution is given by
A = Aˆ =
H
2
(±1− cos θ)dϕ , φi = −φˆi = −ηH
2
δi3 , (3.31)
(where the upper sign holds on the northern and the lower one on the southern hemisphere),
supplemented by an appropriate X expectation value chosen to satisfy (3.27), (3.28) and
(3.30), e.g. for positive semi-definite H
X11 = Z1 =
√
Hκe−τ/2 , X†11 = Z
†
1 =
√
Hκeτ/2 for η = 1 or (3.32)
X12 =W 1† =
√
Hκe−τ/2 , X†12 =W1 =
√
Hκeτ/2 for η = −1 ,
with all other X ’s vanishing. Note that the choice of X expectation value breaks the flavor
symmetry and here we have arbitrarily used the first flavor. This background is invariant
under supersymmetry transformations with the parameter ε1+ iηε2, and can be generalized
to any preferred SU(2)R orientation.
Our classical solution is BPS along the full RG flow for any value of g˜, which is an
important prerequisite for our arguments. However, the actual calculation we wish to carry
out will be performed in the far UV, and here the role of the X expectation value is quite
different from the expectation values of the adjoint scalars and gauge fields. If we were to do
perturbation theory in g around this background, we would be led to rescale the (quantum)
fields A and φ (and their hatted analogues) by a factor of g (before carrying out the Weyl
transformation), and thus g sets the scale of quantum fluctuations. Since the background
values of A and φ are of order unity, they are parametrically larger than these fluctuations
in the UV, and thus can be treated classically.
The fluctuations of the bifundamental field X do not suffer such a rescaling however,
and both quantum excitations as well as the expectation value in our classical solution are
of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, we shall not treat the X fields as a classical
background in the UV theory. They are to be though of as quantum excitations which dress
up the monopole background, and thus we shall drop them for the purpose of describing
the bare monopole operator. We keep in mind however, that a bare monopole operator is
not gauge invariant, and will eventually have to be contracted with a number of basic fields
appearing in the Lagrangian in order to form a gauge invariant operator. In this context it is
interesting to note that the number of X excitations corresponding to our classical solution
is of order Hk, which is related to the number of fundamental fields we expect to contract
the bare monopole operator with.
Finally, we will need to generalize the monopole background to arbitrary, possibly τ -
dependent SU(2)R orientation ni and thus, to conclude this discussion, we collect the basic
properties of the semi-classical BPS monopoles background we will make use of below.
BPS monopole background. For the background to be BPS, we have to essentially
identify the two gauge groups U(N) and Uˆ(N), and turn on expectation values for the gauge
fields and adjoint scalars φi and φˆi given by
A = Aˆ =
H
2
(±1 − cos θ)dϕ , φi = −φˆi = −H
2
ni(τ) . (3.33)
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The monopole background is diagonal in the U(N) gauge indices H = diag(q1, . . . , qN) where
qr ∈ Z are the U(1)N gauge charges. They determine how the monopole transforms under
gauge transformations. Furthermore, the background is labeled by a unit SU(2)R vector ni
which gives the direction of the scalar fields. This vector is a collective coordinate of the
background (3.33) and spans the moduli space S2.
4 U(1)R charges from normal ordering
In this section we compute the quantum corrections to the U(1)R charge which is preserved
by the static background (3.33) with ni = δi3. These quantum corrections are due to fermions
fluctuations and are encoded in the normal ordering constant of the U(1)R charge operator.
Before going into the specifics of ABJM theory, we will discuss the computation for a toy
example which is then simple to generalize.
4.1 Prototype
Let us consider a single fermion ψ(τ,Ω) in an abelian gauge theory subject to the equation
of motion
/Dψ + η
2
qψ = 0 , (η = ±1) (4.1)
and compute the oscillator expansion of the charge
Q = −i
∫
dΩ ψ†γτψ . (4.2)
The Dirac operator /D = /∇+ i /A in (4.1) includes a monopole background of the kind (3.33)
with magnetic charge H → q. The mass term in (4.1) whose magnitude is proportional to q
plays the role of the coupling to the background scalar. The two signs, η = ±1, correspond
to a BPS and an anti-BPS background, respectively.
The easiest way to solve (4.1) is to expand ψ in monopole spinor harmonics which are
eigenfunctions of the monopole Dirac operator on the sphere, /DS. This operator is contained
in the full operator in (4.1) simply as /D = γτ∂τ + /DS, since the monopole potential does not
have any component along τ . We note the explicit form of the monopole spinor harmonics in
App. C. Here we only need their eigenvalues with multiplicities. For given magnetic charge
q, the quantum numbers of the total angular momentum are given by
j =
|q| − 1
2
+ p with p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (4.3)
m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j , (4.4)
where the state j = |q|−1
2
is absent for q = 0. We denote the eigenfunctions by
/DSΥ 0qm = 0 for j = |q|−12 (4.5)
/DSΥ±qjm = i∆±jqΥ±qjm for j = |q|+12 , |q|+32 , . . . (4.6)
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with eigenvalues
∆±jq = ±12
√
(2j + 1)2 − q2 . (4.7)
This spectrum is plotted in Fig. 1(a). The |q| zero modes which exist for non-zero magnetic
charge will be responsible for a shift of the quantized version of the charge (4.2).
Now we are ready to write the harmonic expansion of the wave-function as
ψ(τ,Ω) =
∑
m
ψm(τ)Υ
0
qm(Ω) +
∑
jmε
ψεjm(τ)Υ
ε
qjm(Ω) (4.8)
where ε = ±1. Plugging this expansion into the equation of motion (4.1) and using the
property (C.3),(C.5) and the orthogonality (C.6) one finds
ψ˙m = −η |q|
2
ψm ,
(
ψ˙+jm
ψ˙−jm
)
=
(
0 −i∆− − η q
2−i∆+ − η q
2
0
)(
ψ+jm
ψ−jm
)
. (4.9)
The solution is
ψ =
∑
m
[
cm u
0 e−
|q|
2
τ + d†m v
0 e
|q|
2
τ
]
Υ 0m +
∑
jmε
[
cjm u
ε
j e
−Ejτ + d†jm v
ε
j e
Ejτ
]
Υ εjm , (4.10)
where the energies are given by Ej = j +
1
2
. The wave-functions for the BPS case (η = +1)
are given by
u0 = 1 , v0 = 0 , u+j = v
+
j = 1 , u
−
j = −v−j = 1√2
(
q
2j+1
+ i
√
1− ( q
2j+1
)2)
, (4.11)
and the ones for the anti-BPS case (η = −1) are obtained from this by exchanging u0 ↔ v0
and u±j ↔ v∓j . The normalization of the wave-functions are such that we have
{ψα(τ,Ω), Πβ(t,Ω′)} = δβαδ(2)(Ω− Ω′) , (4.12)
{cjm, c†j′m′} = δjj′δmm′ , (4.13)
{djm, d†j′m′} = δjj′δmm′ , (4.14)
where Π = −iψ†γτ is the canonically conjugate momentum.
The energy spectrum is plotted in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c). One observes that the zero
modes of the Dirac operator have turned into “unpaired states”, i.e. states for which there
are no states with the opposite energy in the spectrum. There are 2j + 1 = |q| unpaired
states with energy η |q|
2
, which is positive for the BPS and negative for the anti-BPS case.
Now we compute the U(1)R charge using point splitting regularization as in [20]:
Q(β) = − i
2
∫
dΩ
[
ψ†
(
τ + β
2
)
γτ ψ
(
τ − β
2
)− ψ(τ + β
2
)
γτ ψ†
(
τ − β
2
)]
. (4.15)
where β > 0 will be taken to zero in the end. Inserting the oscillator expansion7 and ordering
the terms, we find the normal ordered piece
Q1(β = 0) =
∑
jm
[
c†jmcjm − d†jmdjm
]
(4.16)
7The oscillator expansion of ψ† is the complex conjugate of that of ψ where in addition the sign of τ is
reversed.
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Figure 1: Eigenvalues of the Dirac operator on the S2 and energy spectra for BPS and
anti-BPS backgrounds. The eigenvalues ∆±jq = ±12
√
(2j + 1)2 − q2 and E = ±Ej = ±(j + 12)
are parametrized by j = |q|−12 + p for p = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The dashed lines correspond to a fixed value
p. The numbers next to the points denote the multiplicities of the corresponding eigenvalues. Note
in particular that there are |q| zero modes of the Dirac operator for monopole charge q, which are
lifted to non-zero unpaired modes when the background scalar is turned on.
and a normal ordering constant
Q0(β) = −1
2
∑
jmε
[
uε†j u
ε
j − vε†j vεj
]
e−βEj , (4.17)
where in both sums we understand the zero modes with j = |q|−1
2
to be included. For that
value of j there is no sum over ε = ±1 and Ej = |q|2 . The normal ordering constant can
be written in a concise form by noticing that
∑
ε u
ε†
j u
ε
j = 1 gives a contribution for every
positive energy state and
∑
ε v
ε†
j v
ε
j = 1 one for every negative energy state. Hence we can
write
Q0(β) = −1
2
∑
states
sign(E) e−β|E| , (4.18)
where the sum extends over all states in the spectrum8 and vanishes if the spectrum is
symmetric with respect to E = 0. This is not the case due to the unpaired states. Instead
we find
Q0 = −η |q|
2
, (4.19)
where the factor |q| is the number of unpaired states (the degeneracy of the mode j = |q|−1
2
)
and η the sign of their energy. This normal ordering constant gives the U(1)R charge of
8This formulae looks superficially different from that in [21] because we sum over all states including
their degeneracy, not just over different energies levels.
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the BPS or anti-BPS monopole background, in agreement with [20]. As it was also shown
in [20], the bosonic fields do not contribute to the induced charge because their spectrum is
symmetric.
4.2 Application to N = 3 gauge theory
The above discussion is readily applied to theN = 3 gauge theories withNf hyper multiplets.
In place of the charge (4.2) we now have
Q = −i
∫
dΩ tr
[
−1
2
ζ†Aγ
τζA − 1
2
ω†AγτωA + χ†σγ
τχσ + χˆ
†
σγ
τ χˆσ
]
, (4.20)
see (3.25), and the equation of motion (4.1) is replaced by
/DζA + η
2
[H, ζA] = 0 , /Dχσ + η2 [H,χσ] = 0 , /Dχˆσ + η2 [H, χˆσ] = 0 , (4.21)
/DωA + η2 [H,ωA] = 0 , /Dχφ + η2 [H,χφ] = 0 , /Dχˆφ + η2 [H, χˆφ] = 0 ,
which hold in the static background (3.31) and in the far UV where g˜ → 0. The only
qualitative difference is that we are now dealing with a non-abelian theory. Since the
background fields have the same U(N) dependence for both gauge group factors, namely
H = diag(q1, . . . , qN ), all fields effectively transform in the adjoint of the diagonal U(N)d ⊂
U(N) × Uˆ(N). This is apparent from the fact that we could write commutators in (4.21),
and also the gauge field inside the Dirac operator acts via a commutator. Now, the key
observation is
[H,ψ]rs = qrδrt ψts − ψrt qtδts = (qr − qs)ψrs , (4.22)
where ψrs is one of the N×N matrix elements. This allows us to consider all matrix elements
separately, if we use
q → qrs ≡ qr − qs (4.23)
as the effective monopole charge. This immediately implies that the U(1)R charge of the
vacuum, i.e. the monopole background, is
QmonR =
∑
r,s
[
−1
2
·Nf ·
(
−η |qrs|
2
)
− 1
2
·Nf ·
(
−η |qrs|
2
)
+ 1 ·
(
−η |qrs|
2
)
+ 1 ·
(
−η |qrs|
2
)]
, (4.24)
or simply
QmonR = η
(
Nf
2
− 1
) N∑
r,s=1
|qr − qs| . (4.25)
This is the generalization to Nf flavors of (B.60) of [23] evaluated for H = Hˆ.
9 The sum
produces an answer at least of order N . For example, for the simplest monopole whose only
9The work of [23] also studied the more general case where H 6= Hˆ .
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non-vanishing label is q1 = 1, and therefore transforms in the bifundamental of U(N)×U(N)
for k = 1, we find that the induced R-charge is (Nf − 2)(N − 1).
For the BPS background where η = +1, the R-charge of the monopole is positive if
Nf > 2. For Nf = 1 the monopole R-charges are negative and the theory may not flow to a
conformal limit [29,30]. The BPS monopoles in ABJM theory have vanishing R-charge since
there are two flavors, Nf = 2. However, this does not mean that there are gauge invariant
operators with vanishing R-charge because such operators necessarily involve matter fields
in addition to the monopoles. In fact, in a strongly coupled theory it is generally impossible
to separate the monopole part from the matter part; nevertheless, this is possible in the
weakly coupled UV limit where the monopole part is semi-classical.
We finally remark that from a similar computation, where we normal order the flavor
charge operator instead of the R-charge operator, one can see that the monopole does not
carry any induced flavor representation. Using the mode expansion in the flavor charge
Qnfl ∼
∫
dΩ tr ξ†A(T
n)ABγ
τξB =
∫
dΩ tr
[
ζ†A(T
n)ABγ
τζB − ω†B(T n)ABγτωA
]
(4.26)
yields a vanishing normal ordering constant simply because the generators (T i)AB of SU(Nf )
are traceless. Note that considering the static background (3.31) which preserves only
U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R is general enough for this argument, because flavor and R-charge are
completely independent.
5 SU(2)R charges from collective coordinate quantiza-
tion
In this section we compute the SU(2)R charges of the BPS monopole operators by quantizing
the collective coordinate ~n(τ) of the corresponding class of classical monopole backgrounds
(3.33). The dynamics of the collective coordinate is governed by the interaction with the
other fields of the theory. We take the influence of these interactions into account by com-
puting the effective action Γ (~n). As explained in Sec. 2 it is sufficient to carry out this
computation in the UV limit of the theory where the Yang-Mills coupling g˜ goes to zero. In
this limit precisely the interactions with the fermions survive. Thus the effective action is
obtained by integrating out the fermions:
e−Γ (~n) =
∫
[dξ†][dξ][dλ][dλˆ] e−S , (5.1)
where the relevant part of the action is
S =
∫
dτ dΩ tr
[
−iξ†Aa /DξAa − i2 ni ξ†Aa(σi)ab[H, ξAb]
+ i
2
λab /Dλab − i2 ni λab(σi)bc[H, λac]
+ i
2
λˆab /Dλˆab − i2 ni λˆab(σi)bc[H, λˆac]
]
. (5.2)
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Since the action is quadratic the path integral is “simply” a determinant, albeit a determinant
of a matrix operator with very many indices. We have displayed explicitly the SU(2)fl index
(A) and the SU(2)R indices (a, b, c). Besides those, there are implicit U(N) gauge indices
which we denote by ξrs, λrs, etc. below. Then there is the spatial dependence of the fermions
which we will trade for a set of mode indices by expanding the fields into harmonics on the
sphere.
The good news is that the operator is fairly diagonal and couples only very few compo-
nents together. For instance it is completely diagonal in the flavor and gauge indices, and
couples at most two modes of the harmonic expansion. Thus we can perform the computation
for a generic component and take the sum over the indices into account later.
5.1 Prototype
We start the discussion with a quantum mechanical model where there is only a (Euclidean)
time coordinate τ . This example already exposes the essential point of the whole argument.
The dependence of the fields on the angular coordinates will be taken into account in the
next paragraph.
Quantum mechanics. Let us consider one fermion ψa(τ) in the fundamental representa-
tion of SU(2)R as indicated by the index a, with the action
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S =
∫
dτ
[
−iψ†a∂τψa − i2 qni(τ)ψ†a(σi)abψb
]
. (5.3)
Since we have not included any spatial dependence in this example, there is no monopole
gauge field either. The coupling of ψ to the collective coordinate has been written as q in
anticipation of it becoming the monopole charge later.
Formally we find for the effective action11
Γ (~n) = − ln det
(
i∂τ − i q2ni(τ)σi
)
. (5.4)
Due to the unspecified τ -dependence of ni, we cannot evaluate this determinant exactly.
However, since the collective coordinate is considered as being quasi-static, it is legitimate
to do a derivative expansion. The general form of the effective action then is
Γ (~n) =
∫
dτ
[
−Veff(~n) + i n˙iAi(~n) + 12 n˙in˙jBij(~n) + . . .
]
. (5.5)
Our aim is to find the function Ai(~n) by expanding (5.4). However, it is not immediately
possible to expand (5.4) in n˙i, as it does not contain n˙i explicitly. The trick due to [33] is to
write
ni(τ) = n˚i + n˜i(τ) , (5.6)
10A similar model with a fermion in the 3 of SU(2) was studied in [32].
11The relative sign between the two terms has superficially changed since (σi)
a
b in (5.3) are transposed
Pauli matrices, which in (5.4) we use non-transposed ones, (σi)a
b.
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where n˚i is constant with n˚
2 = 1 and n˜i(τ) a small “fluctuation”. Then the form of the
effective action to second order in fluctuations reads
Γ (~n) =
∫
dτ
[
−Veff (˚~n)− n˜i∂iVeff (˚~n)− 12 n˜in˜j∂i∂jVeff (˚~n)
+ i ˙˜niAi(˚~n) + i ˙˜nin˜j∂jAi(˚~n) +
1
2
˙˜ni ˙˜njBij (˚~n) + . . .
]
. (5.7)
The point of (5.6) is that we can now expand (5.4) in powers of n˜i, some of which will come
with τ -derivatives, and compare the result with the general expression (5.7). We cannot
determine Ai from the term ˙˜niAi(˚~n) as this is a total derivative and hence will not show up
in the expansion of (5.4). Therefore we will focus on the next term, the unique term with
two powers of n˜ and one τ -derivative
Γ(2,1)(~n) = i
∫
dτ ˙˜nin˜j∂jAi(˚~n) = − i
2
∫
dτ ˙˜nin˜j
(
∂iAj (˚~n)− ∂jAi(˚~n)
)
. (5.8)
Now we start from (5.4) using (5.6)
Γ (~n) = − tr ln
(
i∂τ − im˚\ − im˜\
)
= − tr ln
(
i∂τ − im˚\
)
− tr ln
(
1− 1
∂τ−m˚\
m˜\
)
, (5.9)
where we have introduced the shorthands m˚i =
q
2
n˚i, m˜i =
q
2
n˜i, and m\ ≡ miσi. We isolate
the term with two powers of n˜i ∼ m˜i by expanding the logarithm:
Γ(2)(~n) =
1
2
tr
[
∂τ + m˚\
∂2τ − m˚2
m˜\ ∂τ + m˚\
∂2τ − m˚2
m˜\
]
. (5.10)
Next we move all derivatives to the right using
1
∂2 − m˚2φ =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k [∂2, [∂2, . . . , [∂2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, φ] . . .]]
1
(∂2 − m˚2)k+1 , (5.11)
and perform the trace over SU(2)R indices using
trσiσj = 2δij , trσiσjσk = 2iǫijk , trσiσjσkσl = 2δijδkl − 2δikδjl + 2δilδjk . (5.12)
We find for the terms which contain exactly one derivative
Γ(2,1)(~n) = −3 tr ˙˜mim˜i∂τ (∂
2
τ + m˚
2)
(∂2τ − m˚2)3
− i tr ǫijk ˙˜mim˜jm˚k 1
(∂2τ − m˚2)2
− 6 tr(2 ˙˜mim˜jm˚im˚j − ˙˜mjm˜jm˚im˚i) ∂τ
(∂2τ − m˚2)3
. (5.13)
Now that the coordinate dependent part is separated from the derivatives it is easy to
evaluate the functional trace: it leads to one integral over τ and one over the energy ω,
where ∂τ → −iω. All but the second term will lead to an integral over a total τ -derivative
and therefore can be dropped. We are left with only the second term which becomes
Γ(2,1)(~n) = −i
∫
dτ ǫijk ˙˜mim˜jm˚k
∫
dω
2π
1
(ω2 + m˚2)2
= − i
4
sign(q)
∫
dτ ǫijk ˙˜nin˜j
n˚k
|˚~n|3
. (5.14)
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Comparing this to (5.8), we read off
∂iAj(~n)− ∂jAi(~n) = sign(q)
2
ǫijk
nk
|~n|3 . (5.15)
This expression is recognized as the field strength for a magnetic monopole with charge sign(q)
2
and hence Ai(~n) is the corresponding gauge potential. We should stress that this monopole
has nothing to do with the original monopole background of ABJM theory which we set out
to study. In fact, the action (5.3) does not contain any monopole background for ψ. The
monopole potential we are finding here lives on the space spanned by ~n, which just happens
to be the moduli space of supersymmetric monopoles in N = 3 gauge theory.
At any rate what we have found is that the effect of the fermion ψ is to induce a Wess-
Zumino term in the effective action for the collective coordinate. In other words, the dy-
namics of the collective coordinate ~n is the same as that of a point particle on a sphere
with a magnetic monopole at its center. The coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term is the
product of the electric charge of the point particle and the magnetic charge of the monopole.
This analogy immediately implies that the allowed SU(2)R representations for the quan-
tized collective coordinate, and hence the ABJM monopoles, are bounded from below by the
Wess-Zumino coefficient. Thus, if we want to have monopole operators in the singlet repre-
sentation, we will have to find that the Wess-Zumino term cancels from the effective action
when all contributions are included. This is what will indeed happen for ABJM theory, but
not in general.
Spatial dependence. We reinstate the dependence of ψ on the coordinates of the sphere
and consider the case
S =
∫
dτ dΩ
[
−iψ†a /Dψa − i2 qni(τ)ψ†a(σi)abψb
]
, (5.16)
which contains a monopole background with magnetic charge q but is still abelian. The
easiest way to deal with the spatial dependence is to expand ψ(τ,Ω) into monopole spinor
harmonics and perform the S2-integration in the action. All relevant properties of these
harmonics have already been discussed in Sec. 4.1, see also App. C.
The expansion of ψ is the same as in Sec. 4, eq. (4.8). Since ~n(τ) is constant on the sphere,
the orthogonality of the monopole harmonics (C.6) implies that different (jm)-modes of ψ
do not couple to each other. The only coupling is between the ±-modes which is due to the
property (C.3). Indeed the action for the modes becomes
S =
∑
m
∫
dτ
[
−i sign(q)ψ†m∂τψm − i2 qni ψ†mσiψm
]
+
∑
jmε
∫
dτ
[
−iψε†jm∂τψεjm +∆εjq ψ−ε†jm ψεjm − i2 qni ψ−ε†jm σiψεjm
]
. (5.17)
This decoupling means that we can compute the contribution to the effective action for each
pair (jm) individually. One such term in the zero-mode sector, j = |q|−1
2
, is essentially the
previously considered case (5.3). The additional sign(q) in (5.17), which originates from
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(C.5), removes the sign(q) from the result (5.14). The sum over m introduces a factor of
2j + 1 = |q|. This is how the Wess-Zumino term acquires the dependence on the monopole
charge. Thus the Wess-Zumino potential is
∂iAj(~n)− ∂jAi(~n) = |q|
2
ǫijk
nk
|~n|3 . (5.18)
Now we turn to the non-zero-mode sector. It will turn out that there is no contribution
to the effective action from this sector, and that (5.18) is the final result. In the following
we think of j and m as fixed to some values and suppress these labels. Due to the coupling
between the ±-modes, we now have a 2 × 2 matrix in “mode space” on top of the matrix
structure that mixes the two components of the SU(2)R doublet:
Γ (~n) = − ln det
(
i∂τ −∆− − im\
−∆+ − im\ i∂τ
)
. (5.19)
The generalization of (5.10) is
Γ(2)(~n) =
1
2
tr


(
−∂τ −i∆− m˚\
i∆− m˚\ −∂τ
)
∂2τ −∆2 − m˚2
(
0 m˜\
m˜\ 0
)
2
(5.20)
where ∆ ≡ ∆+ = −∆−. Evaluating this expression analogously to the previous case yields
that the term Γ(2,1)(~n) is zero (up to surface terms), i.e. the non-zero modes do not contribute
to the Wess-Zumino term.
Recall that in the computation of the U(1)R charge of the monopole operator in Sec. 4,
we also found that the non-zero modes did not contribute. There the cancellation occurred
between states of equal but opposite energy. In order to demonstrate explicitly that the
same mechanism is at work here, too, we pretend that ∆+ and ∆− are unrelated for the
time being and repeat the computation. Without presenting any of the lengthy intermediate
results, we arrive at
Γ(2,1)(~n) =
∫
dτ
∫
dω
2π
−4iǫijk ˙˜mim˜jm˚k (∆+ +∆−)(ω2 +∆+∆−)ω[
ω4 + 2(∆+∆− − m˚2)ω2 + (∆+∆−)2 + ((∆+)2 + (∆−)2)m˚2 + m˚4]2 .
(5.21)
Indeed we see that the vanishing is due to the pairing of eigenvalues, ∆+ = −∆−.
5.2 Application to N = 3 gauge theory
Having obtained the result (5.18) for the prototype action (5.16) it is a simple matter to
specialize to ABJM theory and its N = 3 UV completion. All that needs to be done is to
include the gauge indices and sum over the field content.
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Gauge structure. The non-abelian nature of the theory is taken care of just as in Sec. 4.2.
From (4.22) it is clear that the action is diagonal in gauge indices and therefore every matrix
element contributes independently from the others to the effective action. The effective
monopole charge that the matrix element ψrs experiences is given by
qrs ≡ qr − qs . (5.22)
Hence the non-abelian result is obtained from the abelian one by the replacement
Γq(~n)→
N∑
r,s=1
Γqrs(~n) . (5.23)
We will see that the sum over r, s will factorize, because all fermions transform effectively
in the same representation. Therefore it will be convenient to define the total charge
qtot =
N∑
r,s=1
|qrs| = 2
∑
r>s
|qr − qs| . (5.24)
Hyper multiplet fermions. Upon using (4.22), the action for ξA is just Nf copies of the
prototype (5.16). Therefore we can immediately write down the total contribution from the
hyper multiplet fermions
∂iAj(~n)− ∂jAi(~n) = Nf qtot
2
ǫijk
nk
|~n|3 . (5.25)
Vector multiplet fermions. The computation for λ and λˆ reduces to (5.16) as well, but
we have to be careful not to over-count the degrees of freedom. Due to the relations (3.11)
there are only two independent (complex) components. We choose λ11 ∼ χσ and λ12 ∼ χ†φ
as the independent components and denote their complex conjugates by
λ†11 ≡ (λ11)∗ , λ†12 ≡ (λ12)∗ , (5.26)
and similarly for λˆ. When expressed in terms of these fields, the action reads
S =
∫
dτ dΩ tr
[
−iλ†1a /Dλ1a + i2 ni λ†1a(σi)ab[H, λ1b]
− iλˆ†1a /Dλˆ1a + i2 ni λˆ†1a(σi)ab[H, λˆ1b]
]
. (5.27)
This is nothing but the action for ξ with reversed sign of the interaction, cf. (5.2). Thus the
contribution from the vector multiplet fermions is
∂iAj(~n)− ∂jAi(~n) = −2× qtot
2
ǫijk
nk
|~n|3 , (5.28)
where the factor of 2 arises because we have λ and λˆ.
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Collective coordinate quantization. Adding all contributions together, the total effec-
tive action for the collective coordinate is given by
Γ (~n) =
∫
dτ
[
1
2
M~˙n2 + i ~A(~n) · ~˙n+ λ(~n2 − 1)
]
, (5.29)
where the kinetic term is simply the sum of the kinetic terms for φ and φˆ. The last term is
a Lagrange multiplier term which enforces the constraint that the modulus of ~n is fixed to
one. This actions describes a particle with unit electric charge and large mass (as g˜ → 0 in
the UV)
M = M(τ) =
1
g˜2
trH2 = g−2e−2τ
∑
r
q2r (5.30)
on a sphere surrounding a magnetic monopole with charge
h = (Nf − 2) qtot = (Nf − 2)
∑
r,s
|qr − qs| , (5.31)
and field strength ~B = ~∇× ~A = h
2
~n.
This is the Euclidean version of the system discussed in Sec. 2 with the modification that
now M depends on time. Still, the conserved angular momentum is given by
~L = iM ~n× ~˙n− h
2
~n , (5.32)
and its quantized values are the SU(2)R charges of the monopole operator described by the
BPS background (3.33). Due to the second term in (5.32), the smallest possible SU(2)R
representation has spin
l =
|h|
2
=
∣∣∣∣Nf2 − 1
∣∣∣∣∑
r,s
|qr − qs| (5.33)
and dimension 2l + 1 = |h|+ 1.
A monopole in the singlet representation and hence with vanishing IR dimension, is only
possible if h = 0. One way of achieving this is to set all fluxes qr equal. This corresponds
to a monopole in the diagonal U(1)d ⊂ U(N) × U(N) of the gauge group which decouples
from the matter fields. Another way to have singlet monopoles is to consider Nf = 2 hyper
multiplets, which is the field content of ABJM theory. This is true regardless of how the
fluxes qr are distributed inside the total U(N)d flux H .
It is instructive to study the behavior of the collective coordinate wave-function as a
function of τ . We solve the Euclidean Schro¨dinger equation, −∂τψ = Hψ, with the Hamil-
tonian
H =
(~p− i ~A)2
2M
=
~L2 − h2/4
2M
(5.34)
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derived from (5.29). This UV Hamiltonian is only valid for τ → −∞; its eigenfunctions
go to zero as exp(−const e2τ ) at large τ which does not allow us to read off a well-defined
energy. This behavior is corrected by including the two-derivative terms in the effective
action due to the interactions of the collective coordinate with the unpaired fermion modes.
These terms can be combined with the kinetic term in (5.29) and the net effect is that the
mass gets shifted to
µ(τ) =M(τ) + 1
2
. (5.35)
With the ansatz ψ(τ, ~n) = f(τ)Yhlm(~n), we find
f ∼ (√µ eτ)−ω ∼
{
const. for τ → −∞ (UV)
e−ωτ for τ → +∞ (IR) (5.36)
where ω = l(l + 1) − h2
4
. In particular, for the lowest allowed value of the angular mo-
mentum, l = |h|
2
, the wave-function falls off as exp
(− |h|
2
τ
)
. According to the operator state
correspondence, a local operator inserted at the origin of R3 corresponds to a wave-function
which is peaked in the UV (τ → −∞), and decays at large τ as e−∆τ . We note that the
wave-function we have found obeys these properties, and read off the conformal dimension
of the corresponding monopole operator, ∆ = |h|
2
. It is interesting to see that this dimension
is equal to the R-charge of the operator, just as it should be for BPS states. There could
have been further corrections coming from higher loops, and the fact that one should include
the bifundamental excitations in the infrared. Nevertheless ignoring all these complications,
we still find the desired τ →∞ asymptotics of the wave-function.
6 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we calculated the global charges and dimensions of monopole operators in
certain three-dimensional N = 3 supersymmetric Yang-Mills Chern-Simons theories. This
is the smallest amount of supersymmetry leading to a non-abelian R-symmetry which was
crucial for our argument, because the SU(2)R spin of a monopole operator cannot change
along an RG flow. This allowed us to find the exact charges from a one-loop calculation in
the weakly coupled UV limit of the gauge theory.
In the far UV the monopole operator was adequately described by a classical Dirac
monopole background for the gauge fields. For the description of BPS monopoles the back-
ground needs to be supersymmetric which required us to also turn on a classical background
for the adjoint scalar fields.
In Sec. 4 we considered a static scalar background. Since such a background breaks
the R-symmetry from SU(2)R to U(1)R, we could only determine the abelian charge of the
monopole in this case. Using the methods developed in [20], we found that fermionic fluc-
tuations around the background induce a U(1)R charge of the monopole proportional to the
R-charges of the fermions times their magnetic coupling to the background. Our complete
formula (4.25) for the R-charge in U(N)×U(N) gauge theory coupled to Nf hyper multiplets
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in the bifundamental representation is consistent with the proposal made in [29, 30].
However, knowing the U(1)R charges at small Yang-Mills coupling is in general not enough
as this quantity is not protected and one cannot make any reliable statement about their
IR values. In [20] the computation was performed directly in the IR limit (of SQED) which
was possible by assuming a large number of flavors. Here we could not resort to this trick
because we wanted to keep the number of flavors arbitrary. However, we can make use of
the N = 3 supersymmetry and compute non-abelian R-charges which are protected. They
follow from quantization of the SU(2)/U(1) collective coordinate of the background. By cal-
culating the fermionic determinants which induce a Wess-Zumino term in the effective action
of the collective coordinate, we demonstrated in Sec. 5 that the smallest allowed SU(2)R rep-
resentation is given by (5.33). The largest U(1)R charge within this representation coincides
with our findings in Sec. 4.
Note that the induced R-charge of the monopole is entirely due to the fermions of the
theory. In the normal ordering computation, Sec. 4, the reason why the bosons do not
contribute is because their spectrum is symmetric with respect to zero and therefore the
states with positive energy cancel the effect of those with negative energy. In the collective
coordinate computation, Sec. 5, this follows from the fact that the coupling between the
bosons and the collective coordinate goes to zero in the UV.
After the theory has flown to the superconformal Chern-Simons fixed point, we can use
these results to argue that the contribution of the monopole operator to gauge-invariant
operator dimensions is given by (4.25), as long as it is non-negative (when it is negative, a
conventional fixed point does not exist). For ABJM theory, where Nf = 2, this contribution
vanishes which is crucial for matching the spectrum with supergravity on AdS4×S7/Zk and
for the supersymmetry enhancement to N = 8.
Since the gauginos make a crucial negative contribution to the R-charge, and they are
not even dynamical in the IR Chern-Simons theory, it is not clear how to carry out this
calculation reliably without appealing to the UV theory containing the Yang-Mills term.
Luckily, there are various other theories to which the method of starting with a weakly cou-
pled UV theory can be applied. One obvious example is to consider quiver theories with
more than two U(N) gauge groups and bifundamental hyper multiplets. These Yang-Mills
Chern-Simons theories can flow in the IR to N = 3 superconformal fixed points; some of
them have M-theory AdS4 duals found by Jafferis and Tomasiello [34].
Determination of monopole operator dimensions poses more of a challenge in N = 2 su-
perconformal Chern-Simons theories,12 since we cannot rely on a non-abelian R-symmetry.
Nevertheless, it should again be possible to define some of these theories via flow from weakly
coupled Yang-Mills Chern-Simons theories, where monopole operator R-charge can be com-
puted semiclassically. It is conceivable that the U(1)R charge does not change under the RG
flow, which would then determine it in the superconformal theory.
12I.R.K. is grateful to D. Jafferis and S. Pufu for very useful discussions on this issue.
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As we have noted, in some quiver theories the induced R-charge of the monopole in the
UV is simply proportional to the sum over the R-charges of all the fermions. If a “parent”
quiver Yang-Mills gauge theory can be written down in 4-d with the same superpotential,
then all the fermion R-charges in it are the same as in 3-d. In this “parent theory” the sum
over all fermion R-charges determines the U(1)R anomaly. In particular, if this quantity
vanishes, then the 4-d gauge theory is superconformal. Thus, it is tempting to conjecture a
relation between U(1)R anomaly in a parent 4-d gauge theory and the induced monopole op-
erator R-charge in a descendant 3-d gauge theory. For example, in the class of U(N)×U(N)
theories we have considered in this paper, the induced monopole R-charge is ∼ (1−Nf/2).
In its parent 4-d gauge theory, the U(1)R anomaly coefficient is (1−Nf/2)N , with the first
term due to an adjoint gluino of R-charge 1, and the second due to Nf bifundamentals of
R-charge −1/2. The anomaly cancellation for Nf = 2 singles out the 4-d superconformal
gauge theory describing D3-branes on the conifold [35].
This discussion suggests that, if a quiver gauge theory is superconformal in 4-d, then at
least some monopole operators in its 3-d descendant (presumably the ones that correspond
to turning on monopoles in all gauge groups) have vanishing monopole operator dimensions.
Clearly, the possibility of a connection between monopole R-charges in 3-d and anomaly
coefficients in 4-d requires a more detailed study.
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A Notation and conventions
The main part of our computations are performed onR×S2 with metric ds2 = gmndxmdxn =
dτ 2+dθ2+sin2 θ dϕ2. As Dirac matrices in the tangent frame we use (γa)α
β = (−σ2, σ1, σ3),
which satisfy γaγb = δab + iǫabcγc. Spinor indices are raised and lowered from the left,
ψα = ǫαβψβ and ψα = ǫαβψ
β, with ǫ12 = −ǫ12 = 1. Note that (γa)αβ = (−i1,−σ3, σ1) are
symmetric and we also have (γa)α
β = (γa)βα. For contracting spinor indices we use the
NW-SE convention, e.g ψγmγnχ ≡ ψα(γm)αβ(γn)βγχγ etc. The spin connection is
∇mψ = (∂m + ωm)ψ , ωm = 14ωmabγab , γab = 12 [γa, γb] (A.1)
with the only non-zero component being ωϕ21 = −ωϕ12 = cos θ. For raising and lowering
SU(2)R indices (also called a, b, . . .) we use the same conventions as for spinor indices. The
standard index position for Pauli matrices is (σi)a
b.
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The component expansion of the N = 2 superfields are given as follows. The vector
superfields containing the U(N)× Uˆ(N) gauge fields are
V = 2i θθ¯ σ(x)− 2 θγmθ¯ Am(x) +
√
2i θ2 θ¯χ†σ(x)−
√
2i θ¯2 θχσ(x) + θ
2 θ¯2D(x) , (A.2)
Vˆ = 2i θθ¯ σˆ(x)− 2 θγmθ¯ Aˆm(x) +
√
2i θ2 θ¯χˆ†σ(x)−
√
2i θ¯2 θχˆσ(x) + θ
2 θ¯2 Dˆ(x) , (A.3)
the chiral superfields in adjoints of the two gauge group factors are
Φ = φ(xL) +
√
2 θχφ(xL) + θ
2 Fφ(xL) , Φ¯ = φ
†(xR)−
√
2 θ¯χ†φ(xR)− θ¯2 F †φ(xR) , (A.4)
Φˆ = φˆ(xL) +
√
2 θχˆφ(xL) + θ
2 Fˆφ(xL) ,
ˆ¯Φ = φˆ†(xR)−
√
2 θ¯χˆ†φ(xR)− θ¯2 Fˆ †φ(xR) , (A.5)
and the bifundamentals matter fields are
Z = Z(xL) +
√
2 θζ(xL) + θ
2 F (xL) , Z¯ = Z†(xR)−
√
2 θ¯ζ†(xR)− θ¯2 F †(xR) , (A.6)
W = W (xL) +
√
2 θω(xL) + θ
2G(xL) , W¯ =W †(xR)−
√
2 θ¯ω†(xR)− θ¯2G†(xR) , (A.7)
where xmL = x
m − iθγmθ¯ and xmR = xm + iθγmθ¯.
B N = 3 Chern-Simons Yang-Mills on R1,2
We present the action of N = 3 Chern-Simons Yang-Mills theory on R1,2 with signature
(−,+,+). For further explanations see Sec. 3. The kinetic terms are given by
Skin =
∫
d3x tr
[
− 1
2g2
F µνFµν + κ ǫ
µνλ
(
Aµ∂νAλ +
2i
3
AµAνAλ
)
− 1
2g2
Fˆ µνFˆµν − κ ǫµνλ
(
Aˆµ∂νAˆλ +
2i
3
AˆµAˆνAˆλ
)
−DµX†DµX + iξ† /Dξ
− 1
2g2
DµφabDµφba − 12κ2g2 φabφba − 12g2DµφˆabDµφˆba − 12κ2g2 φˆab φˆba
− i
2g2
λab /Dλab − κ2 iλabλba − i2g2 λˆab /Dλˆab + κ2 iλˆabλˆba
]
(B.1)
and the interactions by
Sint =
∫
d3x tr
[
−κg2X†aφabXb + κg2XaφˆbaX†b − iξ†aφabξb − iξaφˆbaξ†b
+ ǫacλ
cbXaξ†b − ǫacλcbξbX†a − ǫacλˆcbξ†bXa + ǫacλˆcbX†aξb
+ κ
6
φab [φ
b
c, φ
c
a] +
κ
6
φˆab [φˆ
b
c, φˆ
c
a]− 12g2 iλab[φbc, λac] + 12g2 iλˆab[φˆbc, λˆac]
− g2
4
(XσiX
†)(XσiX†)− g24 (X†σiX)(X†σiX)
− 1
2
(XX†)φabφ
b
a − 12(X†X)φˆab φˆba −X†AaφbcXAaφˆcb
+ 1
8g2
[φab , φ
c
d][φ
b
a, φ
d
c ] +
1
8g2
[φˆab , φˆ
c
d][φˆ
b
a, φˆ
d
c ]
]
. (B.2)
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The supersymmetry variations with parameter εab = εi(σi)ab in the 3 of SU(2)R read
δAµ = − i2εabγµλab , (B.3)
δλab = 1
2
ǫµνλFµνγλε
ab − i /Dφbcεac + i2 [φbc, φcd]εad + κg2 iφbcεac + g2 iXaX†cεcb − ig
2
2
(XX†)εab ,
δφab = −εcbλca + 12δab εcdλcd ,
δAˆµ = − i2εabγµλˆab , (B.4)
δλˆab = 1
2
ǫµνλFˆµνγλε
ab + i /Dφˆbcεac + i2 [φˆbc, φˆcd]εad + κg2 iφˆbcεac − g2 iεbcX†cXa + ig
2
2
(X†X)εab ,
δφˆab = −εcbλˆca + 12δab εcdλˆcd ,
δXAa = −iεabξAb , δξAa = /DXAbεab + φabεbcXAc +XAcεbcφˆab , (B.5)
δX†Aa = −iξ†Abεba , δξ†Aa = /DX†Abεba + φˆbaεcbX†Ac +X†Acεcbφba .
C Monopole spinor harmonics
We define monopole spinor harmonics as eigenspinors of the Dirac operator on the sphere in
a monopole background with magnetic charge q:
− i /DSΥ±qjm = ∆±jqΥ±qjm (C.1)
with eigenvalues
∆±jq = ±12
√
(2j + 1)2 − q2 (C.2)
for j = |q|−1
2
, |q|+1
2
, . . . and m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j. The spectrum is drawn in Fig. 1(a) on
page 16. These spinors also satisfy
γτ Υ±qjm = Υ
∓
qjm , (C.3)
which couples modes with positive and negative eigenvalue. The lowest modes, j = |q|−1
2
,
which only exists for q 6= 0 are zero-modes and the corresponding Υ±-spinors are not inde-
pendent. We introduce a special notation for them
Υ 0qm ≡
1√
2
(
Υ+qjm + sign(q) Υ
−
qjm
)
j=
|q|−1
2
. (C.4)
Then (C.3) implies
γτΥ 0qm = sign(q) Υ
0
qm . (C.5)
Further properties are the orthogonality∫
dΩ Υ 0†qm γ
τ Υ 0qm′ = iδmm′ ,
∫
dΩ Υ ε†qjm γ
τ Υ ε
′
qj′m′ = iδ
εε′ δjj′ δmm′ , (C.6)
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and completeness relations∑
m
Υ 0qm(Ω)Υ
0†
qm(Ω
′) +
∑
jmε
Υ εqjm(Ω)Υ
ε†
qjm(Ω
′) = iγτδ2(Ω− Ω′) . (C.7)
We also note the explicit expressions. The generalization of the spinor harmonics in [36]
to non-zero monopole background is
Υ˜+qjm =
√
1+rqj
2
Ω+qjm + i sign(q)
√
1−rqj
2
Ω−qjm , (C.8)
Υ˜−qjm = sign(q)
√
1−rqj
2
Ω+qjm + i
√
1+rqj
2
Ω−qjm , (C.9)
with rqj =
√
1− q2
(2j+1)2
and
Ω±qjm =
(−)j−m ( i
2
)j+1
2
(
j + 1
2
)√
Γ
(
j + 3
2
− q
2
)
Γ
(
j + 3
2
+ q
2
)
√
(j −m)!
(j +m)!
e
i
“
m+
q
2
”
ϕ
√
2π
× (C.10)
×

 ∓
√∓i (1− x)m−+/2 (1 + x)m+−/2 d
j+m
dxj+m
(
(1− x)j+−(1 + x)j−+
)
±√±i (1− x)m++/2 (1 + x)m−−/2 d
j+m
dxj+m
(
(1− x)j−−(1 + x)j++
)


where
jε1ε2 ≡ j + ε1 12 + ε2 q2 , mε1ε2 ≡ m+ ε1 12 + ε2 q2 . (C.11)
We rotate to our basis of Dirac matrices by defining Υ±qjm =
1√
2
(1− iσ1)Υ˜±qjm.
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